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This is the second of a series of three papers dealing with convexity spaces. 
In the first paper [l] we defined a convexity space and investigated some of 
its basic properties. Here we consider the separation and support of convex 
sets. Throughout the paper we will be dealing with a convexity space (X, .) 
and the terminology and notation used will be those of [l]. In particular A” 
denotes the complement of the set A in X and \ is used to denote set-theoretic 
difference. 
1. CONVEX PAIRS 
Our discussion of the separation of convex sets is based on the notion of a 
convex pair, which has its origin in the following result proved by Kakutani 
in [2]: Suppose that A and B are disjoint convex subsets of a real vector 
space. Then there exist disjoint convex sets C and D whose union is the whole 
space and such that A C C and B C D. 
(1) DEFINITION. A conzIex pair (C, D) is an unordered pair of comple- 
mentary non-empty convex subsets of X, i.e., C, D C X are non-empty and 
convex with C r\ D = 4 and C v D = X. 
(2) DEFINITION. The convex pair (C, D) separates the sets A and B if 
eitherACCandBCDorACDandBCC. 
(3) THEOREM. Any two disjoint non-empty convex sets can be separated by a 
convex pair. 
Proof. Let A and B be disjoint non-empty convex sets, and denote by Q 
the non-empty collection of all ordered pairs (Ai , B,), where Ai and Bi are 
disjoint convex sets with A C Ai and B C Bi . Define a partial order < on Q 
by writing (A,, BJ < (Aj , Bj) w h enever Ai C Aj and Bi C Bj . If z‘ is a 
non-empty chain in (Q, <), then Z is bounded above by 
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Thus (Q, <) is a non-empty inductive system and so by Zorn’s Lemma pos- 
sesses a maximal element (C, 0) say. We show that (C, D) is a convex pair 
which separates A and B. To do this we need only show that C U D = X. 
Suppose that C u D # X and let x 0 C u D. Then, by the maximality of 
(C, D), it follows that 
and 
Since x Q C u D and C n D = 4 we must have XC m Q and XD M C, 
whence D/C m CID and C = CC w DD = D which is impossible. Hence 
(C, D) is a convex pair which separates A and B. 
(4) COROLLARY. Convex pairs exist in any convexity space having more 
than one point. 
(5) THEOREM. A necessary and su$‘icient condition for a set to be convex 
is that each point not belonging to the set can be separated from it by a comex 
pair. 
Proof. We prove only the sufficiency, the necessity following from (3). 
Suppose that the set A satisfies the condition of the theorem and is not 
convex. Then there exist points a, b, c with c C ab such that a, b C A and 
c q A. By hypothesis there exists a convex pair (C, D) with A C C and c C D. 
Then, since C is convex, c C ab C C which contradicts the fact that 
CnD=+. 
(6) THEOREM. Suppose that (C, D) is a convex pair. Then e n b is 
linear. 
Proof. Suppose that C r\ fi is not linear. Then there exist x, y C C n D 
such that x/y Q C n 13; say z C x/y but z Q C n Lj. It follows from (15) of 
[l] that z C C u D. Thus, using (16) of [l], we deduce that 
which contradicts x C C n B. 
(7) DEFINITION. Th e associated flat of the convex pair (C, D) is the set 
C n D. 
It follows from (6) that associated flats are always linear. In section 3 of 
this paper we show that under quite general conditions the associated flat 
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C n B of the convex pair (C, D) can be thought of as a hyperplane in X and 
the sets C and D as closed half-spaces. Without imposing some conditions 
it is possible for an associated flat to be either the empty set or the whole 
space as the following examples show. 
Let X be the convexity space of real rationals with joins defined in the 
natural way and consider the convex pair (C, D) where C = (x C X: x < 42) 
and D = (x C X: x > 1/2). Then the associated flat C r\ D is empty. In the 
next section we define complete convexity spaces where this situation cannot 
occur. 
It is interesting to note that there exist convex pairs each of whose members 
is ubiquitous (i.e. they each have linear access equal to the whole space). 
It follows from (23) of [l] that if one member of a convex pair is ubiquitous 
then so too is the other one. Let X be the real vector space (with usual joins) 
of those real sequences, all but a finite number of whose terms are zero. Let C 
consist of those non-zero members of X whose last non-zero term is positive 
and let D = Cc. Then (C, D) is a convex pair and we show that D (and hence 
C) is ubiquitous. To see this let c = a, ,..., a, , 0,O ,... where a, > 0 and let 
d = a, ,..., a, ,-I, 0, 0 ,... . Then c is a typical member of C and cd C D 
showing that C C D and D = X. Thus the associated flat of (C, D) is the 
whole space. In paper III we show that this situation can only occur in 
infinite-dimensional convexity spaces. 
(8) THEOREM. Suppose that the convex pairs (C, D) and (E, F) have the 
same associated jlat and that (C, D) has the property that whenever c C c 
anddCfi thencdwcr\D. Theneither~=l?aand~=floore==fland 
D =I?. 
Proof. If any of C, D, E, F is ubiquitous then the associated flat of both 
(C, D) and (E, F) is X whence C = fi = e = $’ = X. Assume then that 
none of C, fi, e, P equals X and hence that none of C, D, E, E is empty. 
Note that 
so assume without loss in generality that C GZ E, say x C C n 8. We will 
show that B CP and CC B which, together with the fact that C and fi 
are disjoint, will show that C = E and b = fl. If y C 6, then by hypothesis 
XY ~~Cn~=~n~C.!?andsoy@~.Thus~C~andsimilarly CC,!?, 
whence C = I? and b = P. Hence by (19) of [l] we have 
&&~=E and fi=j=JLp 
as required. 
The theorem is not true if the condition on (C, D) is omitted, for in our 
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earlier example of the convexity space of real rationals the empty set is the 
associated flat of infinitely many convex pairs each giving rise to a different 
pair of linear accesses. 
2. COMPLETENESS 
(9) DEFINITION. Th e convexity space (X, .) is complete if whenever A is 
convex, a C A and b Q A, there exists c C [a, b] such that UC C A and bc C A”. 
It is easily seen that every real vector space (when considered as a convexity 
space in the natural way) is complete in the sense of (9), but that a non-trivial 
vector space over the rational field is not. 
(10) THEOREM. Suppose that A is a convex subset of a complete convexity 
space. Then either A = q5, A = X or A\2 # q3. 
Proof. Suppose A # 4, A # X and that a C A, b C AC. Then by com- 
pleteness there exists c C [a, b] with UC C A and bc C AC. Thus 
cCA^n$=~\~ and A\A # fp. 
(11) COROLLARY. Each associated flat in a complete convexity space is 
non-empty. 
Proof. Suppose (C, D) is a convex pair in a complete convexity space. 
Then C#+, CfXandso C\t?=cnn#f. 
(12) LEMMA. Suppose A is convex and a C A. Then [a, b] n AC is convex 
for any b. 
Proof. If b C A, then [a, b] n AC is empty and hence convex. Assume 
then that b C AC and let c, d C [a, b] n AC. Suppose there exists e C cd n A. 
Then e C [a, b] and 
[a, b] = a u ae u e u eb u b C A u eb u b. 
Since c, d C AC it follows that c, d C eb u b and so 
eCcdC(ebub)(ebub)=ebub 
implying that e = b, and this is impossible because e C A and b C AC. Thus 
cd C [a, b] n AC and the convexity of [a, b] n AC is established. 
(13) THEOREM. A necessary and su..cient condition for a convexity space 
to be complete is that whenever (C, D) is a convex pair with c C C and d C D, 
then there exists e C [c, d] with ec C C and ed C D. 
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Proof. We prove the sufficiency, the necessity following easily from (9). 
Suppose the convex pairs of a convexity space satisfy the condition of the 
theorem and that A is convex with a C A and b C AC. By the lemma 
[a, b] n AC is convex and thus [a, b] n A and [u, b] n AC are disjoint 
non-empty convex sets. By (3) there exists a convex pair (C, D) such that 
[a, b] n A C C and [a, b] n AC C D and by hypothesis there exists c C [a, b] 
such that eu C C and eb C D. Thus eu C A, for eu m AC would imply 
ea w [u, b] n AC C D which is impossible. Similarly eb C AC and it follows 
that the space is complete. 
(14) THEOREM. Suppose that (C, D) and (E, 8’) are convex pairs in a 
complete space which have the same associated jut. Then either e = i? and 
D=Pore=flandfi=E. 
Proof. If c C 2; and d C D, then by completeness there exists e C [c, d] 
such that ce C C and de C D. Hence cd FZ e C c n i? and the result follows 
from (8). 
3. HYPERPLANES 
In this section we define a hyperplane in a convexity space and consider 
its relation with the concept of associated flat already discussed. 
(15) DEFINITION. A hyperplune in (X, *) is a non-empty maximal proper 
linear subset of X. 
Zorn’s Lemma together with the fact that singleton sets are linear shows 
that hyperplanes exist in convexity spaces with more than one point. It 
follows from (20) of [l] that if H is a hyperplane then l? = H and A = 4. 
(16) LEMMA. Suppose that M is non-empty and linear, and x q M is such 
that (M u x} = X. Then M is a hyperplune. 
Proof. Let N be a linear set which properly contains M and let y C N\M. 
Then 
whence either y C xM/M or y C M/x and in either case x C {M u y>. This 
shows that N r) {M u y} r) {M u z} = X, so N = X and M is a hyperplane. 
(17) THEOREM. An ussociuted jut of a convex pair in a complete convexity 
space is either a hyperplune or the whole space. 
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Proof. Suppose that (C, D) is a convex pair in a complete space and that 
c fl B # X. Then by (6) and (11) f? n I_i is a non-empty proper linear 
subset of X and there exists x C (c n B)c = r? u D, say x C c. We show 
that {(I!? n n,) u x} = X, whence by (16) e n L? is a hyperplane. Let y C d. 
Then by completeness xy M e n ri and so y m (e n i?)/x C ((e n fi) u x> 
which shows that D C {(c n D) u x}. Let a C c. Then 
(CnB)/zCDC{(enD)ux), 
whence z GZ {(en &) UX> and cC((cnD) u x>. We deduce that 
{(e n B) u x} = X as required. 
(18) THEOREM. Every hyperplane is the associatedfEat of some cmvex pair. 
Proof. Let H be a hyperplane and let x Q H. Then by (9) of [l] we have 
X={X~H)=~H/~H=H~H~~~~H~H. 
Thus if C = H U H/x and D = xH/H then (C, D) is a convex pair and we 
prove that lj = D u H, B = D which will show that i? n f, = d” n b = H. 
If y C H/x and x C D = xH/H, then H/y w xH/H and yz m H. Thus if 
y C H/x then y g D and since HD C D it follows that b = D u H. Also if 
WCyznH, then WUXCHDCD and zCD, whence D=B. Thus 
e n D = H as required. 
With the above notation we see that if y C c and x C B then y.z w H. 
It follows from (8) that if (E, F) . IS any convex pair whose associated flat is H, 
then either & = J? and B = P or e = E and D = 8, i.e. the sets c and B 
are uniquely determined by H and do not depend upon the particular choice 
of x. We are thus led to the following definition. 
(19) DEFINITION. Let H be a hyperplane which is the associated flat 
of a convex pair (C, D). Then the sets e and b called closed half-spaces and 
more particularly the closed half-spaces associated with H. 
It follows from the above remarks that each hyperplane determines two 
convex sets whose union is X and whose intersection is H. Also any segment 
joining a core point of one of these sets to a core point of the other set meets H. 
We conclude with a brief discussion of support hyperplanes in a convexity 
space. 
(20) DEFINITION. The hyperplane H is said to be a support hyperplane 
to the set A at a if a C a n H and A is contained in one of the closed half- 
spaces associated with H. 
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(21) T HEOREM. Suppose that A is a convex set in a complete convexity 
space and that m # $ and a C A-\A-. Then there exists a support hyperplane 
to A at a. 
Proof. The sets A and a are disjoint non-empty convex sets and by (3) 
there exists a convex pair (C, 0) with a C C and a C D. By (17) the associated 
flat c n D of (C, D) is either a hyperplane or the whole space. However 
and so e n B is a hyperplane. By (19) of [l] 
ALLace and aCA^nDCA^n(&nl?) 
which shows that e n a is a support hyperplane to A at a. 
The condition a # + cannot be omitted in the statement of the theorem. 
For example if A is a convex ubiquitous set for which A = $ and a C d, 
then there is no support hyperplane to A at a. However, if A is a non-empty 
convex set for which A = + and {A} # X, then clearly there is a hyperplane 
which contains {A} and this hyperplane is a support hyperplane to A at each 
point of A. 
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